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My name is Eshaan Sombhatta, and I’ve traveled to more than 50 countries before I turned 10.
Chronicling my adventures on the other side of the planet, Travel with Eshaan asks “Why should
you travel?”. Filled with both exciting and jaw-dropping sighs, and heart wrenching
disappointments and disasters, the book looks at how kindness and hospitality persists through
tough times and hard situations. Yet there’s also something different about traveling when young.
It gives different perspectives, and lets you make your thoughts about other people. Travel opens
your thoughts, your mind. Travel changes you.Website: https://travelwitheshaan.com

About the AuthorLauded by TIME magazine as one of the new generation of intrepid young
female travel writers Laurie Gough is author of Kite Strings of the Southern Cross: A Woman's
Travel Odyssey, shortlisted for the Thomas Cook Travel Book Award and silver medal winner of
Foreword magazine' s Travel Book of the Year in the U.S. Seventeen of her stories have been
anthologized in various literary travel books, including Salon.com's Wanderlust: Real-Life Tales
of Adventure and Romance; AWOL: Tales for Travel-Inspired Minds; Sand in My Bra: Funny
Women Write from the Road; Hyenas Laughed at Me and Now I Know Why: The Best of Travel
Humor and Misadventure; and A Woman's World. She has written for Salon.com, the LA Times,
The Globe and Mail, the National Post, Outpost, Canadian Geographic, numerous literary
journals, and has got lost on buses in so many countries that she has decided to take up hitch-
hiking again when she is 72. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Eshaan SombhattaTravel with EshaanHow I visited fifty countries by ten, and why you should
travel tooFirst published by Kindle Direct Publishing 2021Copyright © 2021 by Eshaan
SombhattaAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,
scanning, or otherwise without written permission from the publisher. It is illegal to copy this
book, post it to a website, or distribute it by any other means without permission.Eshaan
Sombhatta asserts the moral right to be identified as the author of this work.First editionEditing
by Enlin XiaThis book was professionally typeset on ReedsyFind out more
atContentsDisclaimerAcknowledgements/DedicationHow this book is
writtenIntroductionChecklistI. WESTERN EUROPE1. Germany2. France3. Switzerland4. Italy5.
Spain6. Portugal7. Belgium8. Netherlands9. Luxembourg10. Liechtenstein11. Monaco12. San
Marino13. Vatican CityII. CENTRAL EUROPE14. Austria15. Hungary16. Czech Republic17.
Slovakia18. Poland19. UkraineIII. NORTHERN EUROPE20. Latvia21. Estonia22. Finland23.
Lithuania24. Sweden25. Denmark26. Norway27. IcelandIV. THE BALKANS28. Serbia29.
Slovenia30. Northern Macedonia31. Romania32. Bulgaria33. Greece34. Croatia35. Turkey
(European Part)V. ASIA36. India37. United Arab Emirates38. MaldivesVI. AFRICA39.
MoroccoVII. THE AMERICAS40. USA41. Mexico42. Canada43. Panama44. EcuadorVIII.
CARIBBEAN45. Jamaica46. Trinidad and Tobago47. Antigua and Barbuda48. St Kitts and
Nevis49. St. Vincent and the Grenadines50. St. Lucia51. Grenada52. Barbados53. DominicaIX.
TERRITORIES54. British Virgin Islands55. US Virgin Islands56. St. Martin/St. Maarten57.
Martinique58. GuadeloupeRomeCheck out my website!DisclaimerThis book is based on my
memory and short notes, and so even though the following pages will be based on true and
factual events, there might be some discrepancies between the real world and what I can
recollect.Acknowledgements/DedicationI would like to thank my editor and teacher, Enlin Xia,
for helping me throughout the way. I dedicate this book to my parents, who encouraged me.
Lastly, I would like to thank the countless number of people who helped us throughout our
travels. Your kindness means a lot to me.How this book is writtenHonestly, I don’t care how you
read this book. You can read it first to last, last to first, read only a few chapters and decide you
don’t like this book after all, or even just reading the fun bits. My recommendation is to read the
introduction and checklist, which will help you travel. Afterwards, go to the Table of Contents,
and check the country you’re most interested in. From there, enjoy at your own pace. Make sure
to take a look at the game on my website: .IntroductionI have a question. Why did you get this
book? Is it because you are curious about my visits to a certain place, or is it to shove the book
aside, having never read its contents?I will answer this question optimistically. You will read the
book. You will become interested in travel, and I have many reasons why. This book is targeted
for people from around 6-16, but I promise that anyone can learn from it.You might be asking
who I am. My name is Eshaan Sombhatta. I live in a suburb of Washington D.C., and have been
fortunate enough to visit more than fifty countries, thanks to my parents. I’ve gotten interested in
travel through my interest in geography. When I was five, my parents got me a puzzle of the



globe. As I slowly put the pieces together, my creation turned alive. I scrutinized the maps my
parents gave me, looking at the capitals and cities and oceans of nations. There wasn’t a
country in the world that I didn’t recognize.Five was also when I began to travel seriously. Every
holiday, whether it was Labor Day or spring break, the summer holidays or Christmas time, we
traveled. Our first travels were within the United States, mostly. But one trip to Iceland changed
our perception of worldwide travel. The otherworldly ice and snow made for a paradise only
accessible through international trips. So the next year, we visited Europe. It was a short trip,
only a few select cities: Berlin, Vienna, Prague, Bratislava, Budapest, and Szczecin, but we
would follow up the next year with a massive trip to everywhere from Barcelona to Cologne, to
even Split, Croatia. We’ve had two more long trips in the summer, while we visit the Caribbean in
the fall. Recently, my family and I have branched out to South America, Africa, and Asia.But the
real focus of this book is to encourage and help young people travel. As St. Augustine
supposedly said, the world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page. Traveling
opens up countless opportunities that can’t be summed up by a book. This book is a portal to
the land of travel. You are the one who steps into it. If you aren’t convinced, here are some cool
experiences I’ve had during my travels.I have traveled in a:Ten Euro
flixbusCruiseSeaplaneTramCable CarFerryWater TaxiSUV on a TrainTuk Tuk/Auto Rickshaw (in
two countries!)Boat crossing the Panama CanalMetro system in 10+ countriesInter-country train/
high speed trainHop-on Hop-off busesChauffeur driven carI’ve also lived in a:FarmHostel7-star
HotelBoatAll-inclusive resortShared AirbnbAyurvedic HouseHotels right next to the CN tower
and Times SquareI’ve eaten:Moroccan TajineTurkish Ice CreamBaklavaChocolates from both
Switzerland and BelgiumMacaroonsLego themed foodTruffle (on a pizza)Indian pizzaFrench
Baguettes, Croissants and Yule LogsOther cool experiences of mine include:Visiting the
Summer Solstice Festival in the BalticsPlaying at midnight in the Nordic nationsExperiencing a
sunrise and sunset at the same timeSeeing a sunset twice in a dayBumping into Al Gore in
CERNVisited an active volcanoSeeing a plane land over my head while relaxing in a beach
(Maho Beach, St. Maarten)Watching Romeo and Juliet on top of the Alps.Seeing a missile in
UkraineSeeing the Pope in personHiking on a glacierPassing through four countries in a single
dayBut the best aspect of travel is learning. From popping misconceptions about people, such
as when we witnessed the hospitality of the Turkish during Ramadan, to absorbing the deep
histories of nations in a much more personal and memorable way. Those are objectives that
can’t be accomplished at home. You can look at pictures of the Eiffel Tower all you want, and the
view you actually get might be worse, but you can’t replicate the experience of navigating the
Paris Metro no matter how many maps you look at.But that’s not to say that travel is all sunshine
and daisies. We’ve:Had our car broken into (we lost computers, iPads, phones, and much
more)Had our camera stolenHad our tire punctured (on purpose)Lost my dad’s shoes when he
fell into a bogMy dad was spat on when I accidentally stepped on someone in the German
metroI have gotten asthma during a cruiseWent to the hospital because I was sick in IndiaRun
into unfriendly immigration officersYet in all of these circumstances, people helped us. When all



seemed bad, people were good. You can’t let a bad experience ruin your time. Another reason
I’m writing this book is to mitigate the impacts of such a disaster. To sum things up, travel is all
about living, and living is all about travel.ChecklistThis is a general checklist for your future
travels. Use and enjoy!Before the trip:Notify your teachers, friends, and whatever groups you’re
in (examples include clubs, teams, and group events) that you’ll be away.Get your homework for
the week to do on the plane. It’s better than nothing, and you won’t have to do as much extra
work when you come back.Watch videos/do research. Going somewhere is ten times more
rewarding if you know where you’re going, and why it’s important. Rick Steves’ Europe is a great
source of information if you visit Europe.It is good to know the nation’s relationship with the U.S.
and the nation’s neighbors. For example, Greece and Macedonia aren’t the best of friends,
which was useful to know.Read about the history of the nation you’re visiting.Make sure to ask
your parents to make reservations for hot destinations, such as CERN.Make sure to bring:A
good backpack (make sure it’s completely empty before putting things in: I accidentally put a
scissor in my backpack in Abu Dhabi)A water bottlePapers (passport/visa)/a card to verify your
identity. It will also allow you to get student age-based discounts.Copies of passport/important
papersSwim Clothes/Goggles (if needed)Formal Clothes (if needed)Tissues/Napkins/Wet
WipesA ball to combat boredomJackets (make sure to get the right kind - either snow jackets,
rain jackets, or light jackets)Good shoesSunglasses/HatsA travel notebook to jot down the
things you did. Your memory is only temporary, and pictures only capture half of the story.A
folder to put souvenirs in (such as tickets or maps)Snacks (Energy bars are a good choice)Food
for a day (in case of a plane delay)A tablet with pre downloaded offline apps so you have
something to do.BooksTravel Clothes (full sleeves to prevent bug bites)Electrolyte powder (stay
hydrated!)Inhaler/Medicine - if you have asthma, make sure to keep your inhaler near you at all
timesDuring the trip:Take the window seat on the ride (if possible). This applies for planes, boats,
cable cars, and any other form of transport.Refresh at the lounge (if you are traveling by air). If
you travel often, the lounge is a great investment, because you can recharge in the lounge,
something that would cost extra otherwise.Make sure to stay together with family. Otherwise bad
things could happen.Eat local food. It is a great experience, and is very informative. There’s a
reason why you don’t find pineapple pizza in Italy.Collect souvenirs if you want to. I recommend
collecting currency or tickets.Visit playgrounds. It’s fun, and the locals might be playing native
games.Keep some change because certain bathrooms in Europe are paid.Some airlines give
gift bags to kids containing toys ranging from stuffed animals to puzzles, so don’t miss on
themAirlines and cruise companies let kids go to the cockpit to see the insides of the ships, so if
you’re lucky, you might see the inner workings of some of the most complex machines on
earth.After the trip:Complete writing any notes about the places you visitCompletely empty your
backpackDo laundryCheck on any events you missed (competitions or school projects)Catch up
on workOrganize trip picturesIWestern EuropeWestern Europe is the most visited part of the
world. That’s no coincidence, since the nations of Western Europe are clean, commercialized,
and easy to navigate. They’re also not short on attractions. We found Western Europe to be an



extremely enjoyable place with lots to offer.1GermanyOther than America, Germany is the
nation we spent the longest amount of time in. For three years straight: 2016 all the way to 2018,
I’ve visited the nation.So let’s cut straight to the chase: Our first trip to Germany was to two
places in Germany: Berlin, which we visited for most of the trip, and Dresden, a day trip. Our
second trip was basically everywhere in Germany except for East Germany, and Hamburg. We
visited Munich, Frankfurt, Cologne, all of the Romantic Road (a route with many castles), and
most of South Bavaria. Our final trip to Germany was in 2018. It wasn’t on purpose, but due to a
mishap. We visited Stuttgart in Germany, and Colmar and Strasbourg in France.Our trip in 2016
began at Reykjavik. We were using the budget Wow! Airlines, which was extremely convenient
for our trip. We arrived at the Berlin Airport, and then took the metro to the Airbnb in which we
were staying. Having never seen a full fledged metro system, it was amazing to see how every
stop in the metro was like a mini-mall combined with a train station. After walking a few blocks,
we arrived at the Airbnb, which was in East Berlin. It was a plain apartment building on the
outside, but the inside was kitted out. My dad put the luggage in the Airbnb. If this were any other
trip, we would’ve probably rested or done something less strenuous for the first day, but instead
we decided to walk a full kilometer of the Berlin Wall.If I had only one remark about the wall, it
would be “meh”. I was six at the time, so I didn’t realize the impact of the wall, how many lives it
tore apart, or even why we were visiting. If I was interested in one thing, it would be the other
side of the wall, West Berlin, where I saw skyscrapers towering over the Spree River. Come to
think of it, those might’ve been the same thoughts of the people who tried to cross the wall those
many years ago.On the walk, we also saw the Mercedes Benz Arena, as well as graffiti featuring
topics from Checkpoint Charlie to the people killed trying to escape. Afterwards, we went to a
memorial dedicated to the Berlin Wall. Again, the significance was lost on me at that age.The
next day, we went to the Holocaust Memorial. I didn’t know what the Holocaust was, but the
memorial educated me enough. We saw what symbolized the tombs of millions who were killed
during the Holocaust. The tombs were slabs of concrete, getting higher and higher, until they
towered above me.If I really understood what happened, and why the memorial existed, I
wouldn’t have enjoyed the memorial so much. Ignorance is bliss.The same day, we also visited
Brandenburg Gate, which I wasn’t too impressed with. It was just a few pillars holding up a few
horses, after all. I enjoyed the Reichstag, because I could easily comprehend the tour guide
talking about how the modern dome of the Reichstag and the old base symbolized old and new.
After that, we walked around Berlin, and we even stopped at the Berlin Legoland.The next day,
we visited Dresden. Dresden is a city that was famously destroyed in World War Two, but unlike
Rotterdam, some artifacts have been preserved. The place I enjoyed the most was the Elbe
riverfront, where I relaxed and saw planes, boats, and cars. We also visited the Holy Cross
Church. It is a completely black building with a copper dome and golden cross. The definite best
sight was the Dresden Frauenkirche, which doesn’t just sound like Dresden Frankenstein. It
actually is a beautiful church. A base with a huge dome with another bell tower on top of it,
surrounded by four minor towers, all of it a light, sandy tan. The inside of the church was an



amazingly fancy combination of huge organs, gilded everything, and white marble roofs.We also
went to Zwinger, a sort of palace. It has an onion dome on top that looks like a crown, so we took
a picture that looked like the dome was on my head. Then we went back to Berlin for the night.
We would go to Vienna the next day, and it would be a few days until we returned to Berlin. We
only spent a day there, which we spent in Szczecin, Poland. I enjoyed eating at the German
Burger King, because they serve vegetarian food. We went to Szczecin on a Flixbus, another of
Europe’s great transportation methods (especially for shorter distances). It only cost 10 Euros,
which was around the same price of the hot chocolate we bought before.The trip ended the next
day, when we departed from Berlin Airport. Our next visit was the next year, when we landed in
Frankfurt from Istanbul. We didn’t do much the first day, just sleeping and relaxing. Again, jet lag
can be tough. The day after, we visited Heidelberg Castle. Heidelberg is very close to Frankfurt.
To give a succinct summary, it would be great views, old brown castle, and big ruins. We could
see the half destroyed brick castle, which looked like a town without its roof. From the castle, we
got a great view of Heidelberg, a picture-perfect city with a river running through it. It would be
the first of many castles we would visit. It was also the most destroyed of all the castles we’ve
visited. For the rest of the day, we continued on the drive. The best part of the drive was the
autobahn. No speed limit, just speed. My dad hit 160 kilometers per hour. We arrived at Andech,
a small fairytale town. Almost all of rural Germany looks like it could be in a fairytale, and this
isn’t a coincidence, since the Brothers Grimm were German.The next day, we went to the BMW
museum. BMW is headquartered in Munich, and so we wanted to check it out. The outside of
the BMW museum is very unique, because it looks like two giant spring tubes fused together.
We took photos at the BMW, sat in cars, looked at cars, and saw the features of cars. My favorite
part was a car driving simulator. I can proudly say I failed.The next day, we visited Andechs
Abbey, recommended by our Airbnb host. Andechs Abbey is a beautiful little church overlooking
Andechs, which is a beautiful town in of itself. My dad drank beer, while we ate. It was a fun
experience.The next day, we went to Nymphenburg Palace. Nymphenburg Palace is located in
Munich, and it is relatively new. It hasn’t been damaged, and therefore looks like an upscaled
version of an estate. Imagine a house with a big center and two wings. Make it fancy. Now put
around forty windows on the front. You’ve got Nymphenburg Palace.Afterwards, we visited the
rest of Munich. We first went to the New Town Hall, a building just like Prague’s New Town Hall,
because they both looked like 17th century cathedrals instead of modern town halls. The New
Town Hall is contrasted with the Old Town Hall, a white building with two main towers. One is tall
and with a pyramid top, and the other isn’t a tower, it’s just the stepped top of the building. We
then walked through some parks until we reached the English Gardens, where my dad drank
beer. That wasn’t the interesting bit. What was interesting was the building itself, which looked
like a pagoda.The next day began at Andechs, where we took photos of the Alps. The huge
mountains towering over the landscape never get old. The drive there wasn’t close to a bore,
since about every 20 kilometers, a castle would come into view. We wouldn’t always get the best
view because our car would be speeding on the autobahn. We then went to Neuschwanstein



Castle, which famously inspired Cinderella Castle. Honestly, though, I felt like 99% of his
inspiration was his own imagination, because the castle itself, though beautiful with its many
towers that stretched out like a wall over a pleasant farm backdrop, didn’t scream Cinderella.
Instead it was unique in a special way. Neuschwanstein is also completely overrated. If it weren’t
for Disney, the castle would be 90% emptier, and that would be for the better. The inside is
incomplete, so we didn’t go there, and the famous viewing point from which most photos of the
castle are taken is so crowded, you might fall off. Instead, there is a lesser known hike from
across the viewing point. If you take the small five minute walk, you get an unparalleled view of
the castle, which might just be worth the time. We then went down the hill Neuschwanstein is
located on, and took pictures of its neighbor, Hohenschwangau instead. It is a mustard yellow
castle the size of a hotel. If it weren’t for the walls and the towers on all four sides, it would be
mistaken for one.We would be spending a lot of time around the Austria-Germany border for the
next few days. In Austria, we visited Lake Plansee, and Hallstatt, while in Germany, we visited
Linderhof Palace in Ettal, which isn’t very big or impressive. The best part of the palace was
easily the gardens, which were lush, and made for a great picture with the flowers. After that, we
visited Ettal Abbey, which is a double-winged church with a huge dome and a copper top. We
also visited the monastery, and Oberammergau, which is a town where the walls are literally
painted. This is like the equivalent of the roads being paved in gold, if wealth was happiness. It
was a beautiful place. Slowly, we phased out to Austria, and we didn’t see Germany for a few
weeks.Our trip was going in a ring route, from and to Frankfurt, so it was predetermined that we
were going to visit Germany again. We arrived in Cologne, our next destination, from the
Netherlands. Before visiting the Cologne Cathedral, however, we went through the city. We
bought Eau de Cologne, and looked around the modern streets. In one of the biggest squares, I
could see it. The Cologne Cathedral. A hulking brown masterpiece of the Renaissance that
stretched above human comprehension. It wasn’t the height of one or two or three people. It was
almost the height of the Eiffel Tower, rising over modern skyscrapers. It defined the limit, the high
point of their architecture, because it was the high point. There were two twin towers, similar to
the Notre Dame, except these towers rose up to spikes culminating in crosses. Huge windows
let light into the behemoth, though we never entered it.We then returned to our Airbnb, which
was located in a place called Koblenz. Another small town we were staying in was a German
house used for Ayurvedic retreats. It had a small bed dominating the second floor, and another
on the ground. We slept, and the next morning, after a small stay in Koblenz, we began our drive
back to Frankfurt. On the way, we stopped at the confluence of the Moselle and the Rhine,
where we looked at the shipping vessels. Many goods on the Rhine originated in places such as
Kiev, and through the complex connection of rivers naturally and through canals, they arrived in
places such as Rotterdam.After that adventure, we went to the Frankfurt airport, where my sister
and I had fun at the playground. We would return to Germany unintentionally. Our car was broken
into, we had to cancel our trip to the Balkans, and instead, we went to Germany, where we could
get a replacement car. We did surprisingly little in Germany, only visiting Stuttgart. There we



toured both the Porsche and Mercedes Benz museums. We began at the Mercedes-Benz
Museum. On the way, we saw the Mercedes-Benz Arena, for the second time. There are too
many Mercedes-Benz arenas.The Mercedes-Benz Museum was definitely the more interesting
of the two museums. Benz was the maker of the modern automobile, so we got to see some of
the oldest cars in existence. The older the cars got, the more they looked like horseless
carriages. That’s how you know your car is seriously old. That, and because it goes at 6 mph
tops. The most awkward part of the whole tour was the part going over the Nazi Regime, and
how Mercedes-Benz helped the Nazis. It was an interesting experience.But to experience the
true range of supercars, and to see the top of the line cars, we would have to go somewhere
else: the Porsche Museum, which hosts some of the best cars in the world. I’m talking about
Formula One cars capable of going on loops. These cars win races. There was this sick
simulator, where through virtual reality, you could simulate driving. On a real car. It was the
second driving simulator in a car museum I’d taken in the last year. It makes sense, however. It’s
hard to come up with ideas for an interactive car museum.From beautiful mountainous Bavaria,
to the industrial car making cities of the Ruhr, to the deep history of Berlin, I recommend you to
visit the nation.Tips:Take the hiking route in Neuschwanstein. It will save so much time and
energy, and you’re guaranteed the best shot.Car museums: Most car museums are extremely
exciting, with interactive games, simulations, and above all, race cars. If nothing else, you can
see the most exquisite, fancy cars on Earth.From a tourist’s perspective, there are two major
regions of Germany: Historical, urban, and industrial East Germany, and beautiful fairytale
Bavaria.Germany is easy to get around by car, due to its autobahns and well maintained
roads.2FranceFrance is a nation with nearly 70 million people. It is the third largest country in
Europe with many regions. From Normandy to the French Riviera, to Alcace-Loraine. It would be
practically impossible to cover the whole nation. We decided to cover what we could: Nice and
Bordeaux for the south, for the north, Paris. Finally, for the rural countryside, we choose
Strasbourg and Colmar.Nice was the first of our destinations. After a long and cold trip to
Switzerland, we needed to relax and take a break from glacier climbing and sight-hunting. The
drive there was very scenic, as was most of the French Riviera, with wonderful cliffs and
mountains through the final minutes of the journey. After that, we slept.The next day, we began
our day quite uneventfully. We took pictures of my sister in the Airbnb garden, but we didn’t go
anywhere. It was afternoon when we got out of the Airbnb. Nice is known for its beaches. When I
hear beaches, I think of sand, not stone, but Nice’s beaches are stony beaches.My opinion on
stony beaches? They were disappointing. You can’t wear sandals on them, they hurt your feet,
you can’t make sandcastles on them, and in a stony beach, it’s near impossible to find sea
shells. Compare that to nice, soft sand. The only plus is that you can’t get gravel stuck to you.
You can, however, get it stuck in your shoes. The only good thing about the beach is the view.
You could see the harbor and the city of Nice from the vantage point, and the huge boulders,
unlike the gravel, added to the experience, firstly by making it easier to sit, and secondly by
making a fun climbing spot.We weren’t in France during Bastille Day. My parents thought we



should get out since a year before we arrived, a terrorist killed 86 people. Instead we visited
Barcelona. We thought we’d escaped the trouble, but trouble came anyway. Someone punctured
our car tire, creating stress and delays (read more in the Spain chapter). We rested for the day,
and by the evening, we’d mustered enough energy to visit Monaco, a small micronation. The
glamour, cars, and views of Monaco were enough to convince us to visit Monaco the day after.
Which is why we ended up only spending a single day in France despite living there for half a
week.Our next stop on the France trip was Bordeaux. Bordeaux is really only famous for one
thing, and that’s wine, which basically meant that I was doing nothing for half of the trip. We got
to Bordeaux from Nice, and we passed near Toulouse on the way. I was asleep. Then we arrived
in Bordeaux. Our Airbnb was a little different this time. Why? Because we would be living on a
ship. Not a cruise ship, a mini-yacht docked at Bordeaux. It had the basic necessities: a
bathroom, a bedroom, and a basement, as well as considerable room to move around. The toilet
worked a little differently: the waste would be collected and dumped into the ocean. If we wanted
to, we were allowed to sail the ship, but of course, we didn’t. Living on a ship is a quite similar
experience to living anywhere else. The only difference is that a ship is a little smaller and rocks
a little. It was still a fun experience though.We started the next day at the wine museum (which
looked like a golden boot). It was mainly just about where wine came from, and some other
boring, useless details about wine. The only somewhat interesting part of the whole experience
was the view of Bordeaux from the top of the building. My parents tasted some wine, while I got
aview of the city. We then went on a tram to the city center. This would be much more enjoyable.
We then went to Porte Cailhau, a sort of castle building, perhaps one of the towers in Dracula’s
castle.Afterwards, we went to the Water Mirror, a reflecting pool in a huge square in Bordeaux.
The reflection probably looked great, but we didn’t see it. Firstly, we were too close to even see
the reflection properly. Secondly, the Water Mirror had people on it, and even when there weren’t
people, there were birds. So in the end, we saw only one version of the building. The building I
was referring to was a fancy Baroque palace-like building. It was a repetition of the same
modular design, so it wasn’t that interesting. One building that was interesting was the Church
St. Louis of Chartrons. The building is a typical Catholic church with its two towers and glass
panes, with the supporting flying buttresses. But the Church of St. Louis did an exemplary job of
that typical build, perfectly pulling it off, making it feel and look French.Next, we visited the
Girondins Monument. Basically, it was just a big fountain, kind of like the Trevi Fountain, but
smaller. There was also a big obelisk, for an unknown reason.The next day, we visited San
Sebastian, which is in Northern Spain. After that, we went on the long journey from Gascony to
Northern France. We were visiting Paris.On our first day in Paris, we visited the Louvre. If I had to
choose my favorite place in Paris, it would hands-down be the Louvre. With artifacts from literally
anywhere, plus artwork such as the Mona Lisa, it isn’t a question of why. The first place we saw
had to do with Persian items (carpets, mosaics…). Then we went to the Egyptian area, which
itself felt unending. We spent a few hours just going through and looking at the Egyptian artwork.
Then we moved to the Greek and Renaissance areas, which were both worth hours. We saw



hundreds of white marble statues, worth more than I could comprehend. And sometimes the
roof was decorated. The roof. It was covered with frescoes, gilded with pounds upon pounds of
gold.We couldn’t miss the Mona Lisa. Such a famous piece had to be photographed, but it came
at a cost of a half-hour. When I revisit the Louvre, I’ll probably spend that time elsewhere.
Nevertheless, Da Vinci’s work was genius. There was no detracting from the Mona Lisa’s beauty.
The Mona Lisa is overrated in the Louvre, as it’s a blue whale in an ocean of sharks.Afterwards,
we took the metro to the Eiffel Tower. Though we had a car, we didn’t want to deal with the traffic,
and opted for the train instead. Plus the metro system in Paris is great. If you see the Eiffel Tower,
get off at Bir Hakeim. From there, you get a great view of the tower from across the Seine. It is a
little crowded, though, and you should be aware of pickpockets.We ended the day at the Eiffel
Tower. We got up close and in person, and took the elevator to the top. Though the view was
good, there was no denying that, there are other places with a similar view that you can visit for
cheaper. All in all, it’s better to skip the elevator. If you want to take the stairs, you can, but it
takes some determination.The beginning of the next day was spent at Notre Dame. My
thoughts? Meh. It is beautiful, but there are other buildings at that scale, such as the Cologne
Cathedral. If I had to choose between Sacre-Coeur (which we would visit later) and Notre Dame,
Sacre-Coeur would be my choice. Why? Because Sacre-Cour has better views from the top, is
bigger, and has a more interesting and compelling architecture. Plus Sacre-Coeur is less
flammable. In short, it is plain better. But that isn’t to detract from Notre-Dame, which is a
beautiful Gothic masterpiece. For lunch, we met up with my grandfather’s friend Gopi. He took us
to a thin-crust pizza place, and my parents talked with him. For me, it was a little awkward, since
I didn’t remember the last time I met him.Afterwards, we visited Tuileries Garden. Not to enjoy
the wonderful ferris wheel, but to view the Tour De France’s last leg. The competition had ended,
and this leg was simply ceremonial, but we would be able to see at least a little of the most
prestigious biking event in the world. We waited for hours, and then they finally arrived. We knew
they were coming from the motorcade in front of them. Then the bikes came, hundreds of them
like yellow and green and black blurs of color. They were gone, as quick as that. When another
wave arrived, we took more photos, but it was very little for a lot of waiting. I guess I’m not the
most hardcore fan of bike racing.We went to La Madeleine church after the wait. Yes, it is a
church. It was built in the Napoleonic Era with “classical influences”. To me, it looked like a
carbon copy of the Parthenon.On our last day in Paris, we went to two places. First was the Arc
De Triomphe, and second was the Sacre-Coeur. We knew what the arch would be like. From the
Champs-de-Elysees beautiful streets and expensive brands, to the arch itself, a simple Roman
arch resembling Constantine’s arch. Sacre-Coeur was different. A huge church with three major
domes, and about a hundred little ones. The church was beautiful, whitewashed with the
beautiful gray dome. We went up the building, and got a panoramic view of the city. From the
skyscrapers of Concorde to the suburbs in the far distance, the best view of Paris comes from
the Sacre-Coeur (though Sacre-Coeur lacks the clear divisions and order which comes with the
Eiffel tower view).That was the last day in France for the year. We would unexpectedly visit



France again the next year: our car got broken into in Greece, so we decided to end our trip in
the Balkans since we couldn’t use our car. We arrived in Munich, then took a tour of the cars in
Stuttgart. Afterwards, we visited Paris. We revisited several previous attractions, such as the
Louvre, Arc de Triomphe, and Eiffel Tower. One unique thing we did was visiting the Palace of
Versailles. After braving an hours-long line, we finally got entry. The palace itself was
astonishingly well decorated, with gold and paintings and luxuries everywhere. The most
interesting part of the palace was easily the Hall of Mirrors, where the German Empire was
created, among other things. As the name suggested, it was a Hall of Mirrors. Or maybe the
football field of mirrors, because the building was around that size. Mirrors lined the walls,
showing off the king’s wealth. It was an amazing place. Then we visited the gardens, which as
usual, were lavishly decorated. Imagine how many people could’ve been educated using the
palace’s wealth.After that, we visited Strasbourg. We stayed in a small village near the city,
where our Airbnb host was extremely hospitable, even giving us a few eggs from their farm, and
some scrumptious French pastries. Strasbourg is a wonderfully beautiful city in Alsace-Lorraine.
It is one of the two headquarters of the EU with Brussels. It is also insanely beautiful: from it’s
churches, which can be viewed from the Ill River, to its wonderful riverside views. Walking the
streets is very rewarding for the eyes, and you should especially walk by the river to get the best
views, which come right out of a beautiful movie town.Then we visited Colmar. Colmar is kind of
like the little brother of Strasbourg - just as beautiful, but smaller. We walked across the town,
which had similarly beautiful views, and even took a boat ride. Alsace-Lorraine is an extremely
scenic part of France which is under traveled. Do visit if you get a chance.We didn’t cover all of
France. We didn’t get to Normandy, nor the Alps or Lyon, Marseilles nor Toulouse, but what we
did explore was a kaleidoscope of different cultures and areas of the same, wonderful
country.Tips:Alsace-Lorraine: Do visit, as it’s one of the most beautiful places in France, though
it gets less tourist attention than the South or Paris.Visit the Louvre, since it is the largest
museum on Earth, featuring some amazing art.3SwitzerlandSwitzerland is the most beautiful
nation in the world. Or is it? It has many contenders, many with more history, or culture, or
diversity, but Switzerland consistently reaches near the top, higher than other Alpine nations. We
all subconsciously relate Switzerland to beauty, but is that correlation influenced by its wealth?
When we visited Switzerland, we would find out for ourselves.Switzerland is an interesting
country. The village of Zermatt and the towering mountain Matterhorn both are can’t-miss
destinations. It also does have some diversity. The south is Italian, while the North, Center, and
Northeast speak German, while the Southeast speaks Romanche. In the West, near Geneva,
French is spoken. I was particularly interested in Geneva, because it contained CERN, where
the World Wide Web was created and where the Higgs Boson was discovered.We arrived from
Austria, but came through Liechtenstein. We spent around a half-day there, and finally ended up
in Zurich. The ride there was worth it though, as we could see the majestic Alps towering above
us throughout the journey. There were two things that I really liked about the Airbnb. First was the
chocolate: our host gave us a week’s supply of Swiss chocolate. Gosh, it was good, especially



the milk chocolate. The second thing was the foosball table.After arriving, we slept, and the next
day, we explored Zurich. We started with a hike at Uetliberg, a mountain above Zurich. To get
there, we had to first take a train, and after that, it was a brief hike to the view, which was
magnificent. You could see the river Limmat running through the city, and overall, it was a very
beautiful place. The only thing was, we had seen a carbon-copy of this in both Innsbruck and
Salzburg, Austria. Thrilling views like that didn’t thrill anymore. So we tried some food. First
macaroons, which were great, and then we visited Hiltl, one of the oldest vegetarian restaurants
in Europe. The prices were high due to the Swiss cost of living, but we were happy to find a
quality vegetarian restaurant.After that, we walked around the streets, and there were some very
big names. Rolex and Cartier, for example. There were also names I didn’t recognise, especially
banks. For the rest of the day, we toured around the city.Then we went to Lucerne, a city known
for its beauty. Would it prove its worth?We started at Hotel Chateau Gutsch. This is the place to
get the best birds-eye view of Lucerne. And it was an amazing view. We got to see the chapel
bridge and Lake Lucerne, as well as the fortifications of Lucerne. This is a can’t miss site, and
you will get the best views from here. It is truly amazing. Forget about what I said previously
about thrilling views.After that, we went to eat some cheese, rounding out our Swiss adventures
in food. We didn’t get too much cheese, but what we ate tasted great. As usual.We wanted a
closer look at the beautiful waterways of Lucerne, so we decided to go on a boat trip. We went
from crowded, but majestic and beautiful Lucerne, to the lake, which was quieter, but also more
natural, though I felt the look of the mountains just wasn’t as breathtaking as the view of Lucerne
itself.After that, we went to perhaps the most famous attraction of Lucerne: Chapel Bridge.
Honestly, the best part of the bridge was definitely the view: I liked the flowers on the side, and
the paintings on top, but it wouldn’t be anything remarkable if there wasn’t a picture perfect lake
bounded by the beautiful city of Lucerne. The backdrop really made the location. From the
outside, though, the Chapel Bridge looked great, so we took a lot of pictures there.Actually,
everything looked great in Lucerne.After our stay in Zurich, our next destination would be Saas-
Fee, a popular skiing destination. The 3.5 hour trip there was beautiful (it looked dangerous,
though), especially due to the Alps and its natural beauty, but one leg of the journey really stood
out. The road continued as usual, going through the mountains, and then we slowed. We
stopped until the train arrived, then got on a ramp onto one of the train cars. We were now part of
the train. We went through tunnels, and continued through the landscape until we arrived at
Saas-Fee. It was located in a valley between a few mountains. Our Airbnb also included a
trampoline, which I enjoyed.The next day, we visited CERN in Geneva (my dad barely managed
to get tickets: CERN is a very hot tourist destination). It was a long (4 hour) drive there, but it was
seriously cool. The visitor center was basically a huge wooden sphere. From the planetarium to
the gas tanks they used for experiments, it was all very interesting. They even showed us how
the particle accelerator worked, and what they did to detect the particles. I was definitely too
young to understand it, but if I were to visit CERN again, I would understand a little more.
Through a very unlikely coincidence, I also met Al Gore (Former Vice President and climate



change activist). We got a few photos, and it was amazing to be with such an influential
figure.Geneva is also the headquarters to many more organizations, such as UNICEF, the WHO,
and the World Trade organization, as well as the International Red Cross. We visited the Palace
of the Nations, which was the headquarters of the League of Nations, and when it failed, the UN
made it one of its four major offices. Just across the street was a broken chair. Not a broken
chair. The Broken Chair. The Broken Chair is a sculpture of a big chair with a broken leg made to
encourage governments to sign the Ottawa Treaty, which bans storing mines. I wish I knew that
when I visited. I was just plain confused.When we left, we visited Chillon Castle, a small castle
on Lake Geneva. It was small and quaint, and it looked like a sandcastle turned to stone, it was
so undetailed. But I liked it. It was really clean: no frills, no extravagance, just a castle.It was dusk
when we arrived, and we got a really cool picture of Saas-Fee. Not much else to say. We were
done for the day after so much driving. The next day, we drove to Zermatt, then took a train to
Gornergrat, a mountain where we could get a good view of Matterhorn. The train ride felt like we
were ascending to the clouds. And there were a lot of clouds. It became harder and harder to
see anything, but finally, we reached our destination: the Gornergrat Kulm Hotel. Not much, just
a large brown building.When we got off, the first thing I noticed was the cold. It was near
freezing, which was to be expected so high in the Alps. The second thing was the wind. Usually
it was just strong. Sometimes, it came in huge gusts that could knock you off your feet. When we
arrived, it was cloudy, but it could rain at any time. The mountain weather was basically a dice
roll: if it were 1 to 50, the weather would be cloudy. 51 to 99 would be rainy. 100 would be
sunny.After that, we went inside because of the rain, and then warmed up for a little while. Once
defrosted, we ventured outside again, and we took a lot of photos. Sun or no sun, the view was
great. One one side, Mount Rosa, the largest mountain in Switzerland, and the second highest
point in the Alps after Mount Blanc. On the other side, many, many glaciers and a barren
landscape void of life. It was amazing. Then I almost got knocked over by a huge gust of wind
and decided to go back inside.We spent most of the day (or at least a good 4-5 hours) there,
and the rest of the time was spent a little further down the mountain at a cafe. We were hungry.
There was a performance of Romeo and Juliet (in German) in the background, and it was pretty
cool to watch with the mountain background, which wouldn’t remind anyone who watched the
play of Verona. It would make for a good picture though.Finally, we took the train all the way
down, and returned to Saas-Fee. It was a good Alpine day, so we took a day to get the heat back
in us by traveling to Milan (see Italy chapter).The day after that, we got a day pass for the cable
car, and we used it very liberally. The cable car rides never failed to impress, the cable cars
slowly ascending up to the hills, while we got a birds eye view of the ground below us, and a
preview of what was to come. Our first destination was a glacier. It was very slippery, very icy,
and very beautiful. We didn’t traverse most of it due to the ice, but even from there, we got a
great view.The second mountain didn’t have the glacier walk that the first one had, but it
contained a really cool view of the adjacent mountain, which had a great glacier with brilliant
blue ice. There was also a cafe, so we got to drink hot chocolate while enjoying the view. Finally,



our third destination was a lookout spot, where we got a great view of Saas Fee.The next day,
we packed our bags and left for Nice, France. Switzerland does deserve a lot of attention. I think
it does get a little too much, though.Tips:Train ride: It is a really unique experience, especially
because it’s not every day you can be on a train and a car.Cable cars: Try to get a day pass: they
are expensive, but will both save money in the end, and you get a chance to go on the cable
cars as much as you wantCERN: For any aspiring scientists, CERN is the place for you. It is also
unique in the world of travel, as there are very few science destinations in the world.4ItalyOur
visit to Italy was spread throughout two different trips. Our reasoning was simple: Italy is such a
huge and historical region that covering the nation would take ages. Our first trip to Italy was to
the north - the cities of Venice and Milan, which we visited from Salzburg and Switzerland,
respectively. The second visit was to Rome, yet Rome is such a historical place with so many
attractions that I have a chapter dedicated to it. During that trip, we also visited two micro
nations: The Vatican and San Marino. There are chapters dedicated to both.We started off our
adventures in Italy with the sights of Venice. Venice has amassed a reputation of having
picturesque canals, beautiful palaces, and rich history. If I were to pick the least true of the group,
the canals would be my unblinking choice. What took us to Venice was simple, but what I took
from Venice was complex.We parked our car next to the island of Venice. From there we took a
water taxi to St. Mark’s square. The first thing I really noticed was the heat. Though Venice
borders the Adriatic Sea, it’s still not spared from the heat of the Medittereanean climate. If
anything, the wet air magnified the heat of the summer. It didn’t help that we choose the hottest
time of year to visit Venice.After that, we went on a boat tour to get around the canals, and it was
amazing. We went through the Grand Canal, the canal that goes through the main island of
Venice, and we went under the Rialto Bridge, one of the most famous places in Venice, and a
very unique bridge. It had many holes in it, and it was quite big, near the length of an apartment.
It was a great ride, and I really saw how densely populated Venice was. There were so many
scenic places, it would be a miracle if we got to them all. We started off by walking. Venice is a
small place. The main tourist island is only 2.5 square miles, making it surprisingly easy to
traverse the city. The boat left us by the Grand Canal, so we walked by the canal, enjoying the
views, and relaxing in the sun.“Can we go on a gondola ride?” I asked. I couldn’t wait to go on a
gondola, and see the view from there. But a ride would have to wait. First we would walk around
the city, and look at the canals.They were magnificent. The views were amazing, and there was
just a certain charm of seeing no cars, just water. Walking from street to street, we took photos,
and enjoyed the view.Our legs were getting quite tired in the heat of Venice, so we decided that it
was the perfect time for a gondola ride. We bought a ride, got on, and we were back on the
grand canal.It was a great ride. I really had a great time, but I wished the water wasn’t so dirty. I
should’ve expected that there would be pollution in such a city, but the ride would’ve been so
much better if I couldn’t smell the stink from the water. Overall, our expectations were too high,
and we were destined to be disappointed.We weren’t over in Venice. We had one more place to
visit, and that was St. Mark’s square. Our plan was to eat food and take pictures there, then leave



to drive back to our Airbnb near Salzburg, so we made our way to St. Mark’s square.My first
reaction when seeing St. Mark’s square was, “Wow”. There was a palace, square, basilica,
obelisk, and about a thousand different birds in one place. We couldn’t go inside any of the
buildings, but that was ok. They were marvels from the outside too. The Doge’s palace was the
first place we saw, and it was amazing. There were hundreds of arches in the building, all
detailed. The only reason why Venice was able to make such a building was the wealth of the
city derived from trading with the Ottomans.After that I saw the St. Mark’s Basilica, one of the
most beautiful basilicas in the world. Ornately detailed to the last inch, it would be impossible to
truly describe the building, but the true structure of the building could be paralleled to the St.
Peter’s Basilica in Rome, with Renaissance architecture and glorious details upon details.But
finally, we ran out of time in Venice. The weather had gotten to us, and we were out of energy.
We decided to get back to the car, and our time in Venice had ended.Our expectations with
Venice were too high. I expected a perfect place with gondolas, where everything was beautiful.
Obviously, that wasn’t the truth, and in the end, we were disappointed. What did we learn? Don’t
expect too much.We visited Milan from Switzerland, specifically Saas-Fee, a skiing
resort.Getting to Milan was an ordeal in and of itself. I’m thankful I can’t drive, because the sheer
lethality of the cliffs and mountains of Switzerland would drive me insane (or off the peaks). Due
to some heroics from my father, we left the mountains unscathed. We sped past trees at the
speed of light in Italy’s version of the Autobahn, the Autostrade.We arrived in Milan by 10:00 AM.
We first parked our car, and then took the metro to the city center.We did not want to deal with
the traffic. Milan is known for the fashion industry and finance, but it also holds one of the most
beautiful churches in all of Europe. The Milan Cathedral is a huge, hulking building in the center
of Milan. It is the third largest church in the world by interior surface, and it took nearly six
centuries to build it. As you may expect, it is a sight to behold, dethroning even the Notre Dame
in beauty.
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Gad, “Honest Book from our next Marco Polo. Congratulations Eshaan on your first book. I
expect many more to follow.This book is well organized , especially coming from a 12 year old
author. I liked Pre , post and inflight activities depicted for each journeyI liked the way author did
his research before leaving for travel.The language used is very authentic and I am sure is
appealing for that age group , especially when he says I don’t care.. which is so natural for kids
to say in that age group.A good travel companion for kids and adults too.I recommend you to
have an audio/video log of activities in your next travel plans.Overall a great start and I wish to
see more coming From you.- Vikram”

Hany Shaalan, “Impressive. Wow! Some adventurous travels for such a young man. I loved how
the author shed light not only on the delights of traveling but also the obstacles and challenges
that travelers encounter along the way and how to overcome them. This was an excellent read
with vivid descriptions of locations visited and pros and cons of each. Can’t wait to hear about
your upcoming adventures in Egypt.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Absolutely fantastic introduction…and extremely well organized structured
of ideas for the book!!. WOW….it really is a fantastic approach in the introduction with “I really
don’t care how you read the book…” This start made the readers including myself being really
curious of what is next in the book and certain made me wanted to continue to read more and
more. The checklist is extremely helpful for anyone who want to travel and for those yet to think
about travel now wanted to take this on.I am extremely impressed with your accomplishments
thus far (this book and the website). It is sure a job-well done!! Excellent work indeed and I am
looking forward to many more. Keep up the good work!!!Now…I am onto enjoying your website!
Way to go Eshaan!!!  I am so proud of you!!!”

Venkat Kotla, “Travel the world from Kids perspective. Well written book with lot of honest
information. This book is filled with both exciting and jaw-dropping sighs, and heart wrenching
disappointments and disasters, the book looks at how kindness and hospitality persists through
tough times and hard situations. Yet there’s also something different about traveling when young.
It gives different perspectives, and lets you make your thoughts about other people. Travel opens
your thoughts, your mind. Travel changes you. This book also motivates younger kids venture
into writing books (fiction or journalism).”

The book by Eshaan Sombhatta has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.

Disclaimer Acknowledgements/Dedication How this book is written Introduction Checklist I.
WESTERN EUROPE 1. Germany 2. France 3. Switzerland 4. Italy 5. Spain 6. Portugal 7. Belgium 
8. Netherlands 9. Luxembourg 10. Liechtenstein 11. Monaco 12. San Marino 13. Vatican City II.



CENTRAL EUROPE 14. Austria 15. Hungary 16. Czech Republic 17. Slovakia 18. Poland 19.
Ukraine III. NORTHERN EUROPE 20. Latvia 21. Estonia 22. Finland 23. Lithuania 24. Sweden
25. Denmark 26. Norway 27. Iceland IV. THE BALKANS 28. Serbia 29. Slovenia 30. Northern
Macedonia 31. Romania 32. Bulgaria 33. Greece 34. Croatia 35. Turkey (European Part) V. ASIA
36. India 37. United Arab Emirates 38. Maldives VI. AFRICA 39. Morocco VII. THE AMERICAS
40. USA 41. Mexico 42. Canada 43. Panama 44. Ecuador VIII. CARIBBEAN 45. Jamaica 46.
Trinidad and Tobago 47. Antigua and Barbuda 48. St Kitts and Nevis 49. St. Vincent and the
Grenadines 50. St. Lucia 51. Grenada 52. Barbados 53. Dominica IX. TERRITORIES 54. British
Virgin Islands 55. US Virgin Islands 56. St. Martin/St. Maarten 57. Martinique 58. Guadeloupe
Rome Check out my website!
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